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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Essays in Game Theory and Experimental Economics Relating to Social Choice, Criminal 
Justice, and Education 

by 

Mark Justice Bloxsom 

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics 

University of California, Irvine, 2020 

Professor Michael McBride, Chair 

 

This dissertation answers three questions in social choice, criminal justice, and education.  

Chapter 1 considers the possibility that changing the voting system used in a simple electoral 

environment might have a significant impact on the choice to participate when participation is 

costly.  I find that the participation does significantly increase in an evaluative electoral system 

compared to a plurality voting system.  Chapter 2 investigates the trade-off between 

centralization and productive complementarities in the creation of a dark network which is 

susceptible to disruption by outside elements.  We find that networks become more decentralized 

as more of the network is visible to disruptors and they become more centralized as the 

productive incentives from centralization become stronger.  Chapter 3 theorizes about the 

influence that different grading systems have on the effort choices of the students impacted by 

the grading system relative to their abilities.  I find that eliciting high effort from all students is 

much easier in a more homogenous student population, but in a more heterogenous environment 

the absolute grading system offers more opportunity for high effort outcomes.    

 



Introduction
Mechanisms are all around us. Some are obvious like the physical machines that brew coffee or

ferry us to and from work each day, while others are less obvious like the ballot that we use to

cast our votes in elections or the way law enforcement disrupts criminal social networks. Often

times we take these less obvious mechanisms for granted as “the best” way to operate or simply

just “the way we’ve always done it.” Very few individuals devote a great deal of thought to how

the everyday mechanisms we rely on can actually be influencing or even distorting the choices we

make and the outcomes we experience. This dissertation is intended to serve as a brief study of

three important mechanisms as well as their impact on the choices of those engaging with these

mechanisms.

1 An Experiment in Costly Participation Under Different Vot-

ing Systems

1.1 Introduction

Many researchers have suggested that the voting system itself may play a significant role in voter

turnout. Several researchers have suggested that moving from a plurality voting system to an ap-

proval or ranked choice voting system could contribute to significantly higher voter participation.1

The predominant assertion to justify this belief is that when voters are given a more complete means

to express their preferences, they will be more likely to vote. This claim clearly encompasses a

combination of psychological as well as economic motivations which are difficult to differentiate in

a real-world or field environment. This paper tests the assertion that an alternative voting system,

specifically an evaluative voting system which offers a richer set of possible ballot expressions,

will lead to a greater participation rate than a traditional plurality voting system in a laboratory en-

1See Brams and Fishburn (2007), Balinski and Laraki (2011), Forsythe et al. (1996), Brams and Herschbach
(2001), Laslier (1997), Laslier and Sanver (2010), Felsenthal (1989), Alcantud and Laruelle (2013)
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vironment where economic motivations can be more easily understood and controlled. The results

demonstrate significant support for this claim, although the political environment as well as the

candidates themselves would have an undeniable effect on the external validity of these findings.

A variety of different voting systems have been suggested as possible alternatives to plurality

voting with variations on approval voting, ranked voting, and range voting dominating the con-

versation in the United States. Economists, mathematicians, and political scientists have studied

and theorized about the benefits and drawbackss of each. It has been echoed by nearly all alterna-

tives to plurality voting that alternative voting systems offer a more comprehensive ballot which

would result in greater voter participation. Balinski and Laraki (2010) mention increased voter

turnout as a feature of several alternative voting systems. Brams and Fishburn (2005) explicitly

argue that using the approval voting system would increase voter engagement and by extension

voter turnout. Alcantud and Laruelle (2013) argue that the evaluative voting system used in this

experiment would also result in an enriched set of options for the voter and therefore increased

voter participation. These arguments tend to draw on one of two mechanisms, the expressive value

of a more comprehensive ballot or the utility value of the set of ballot options relative to the choice

to abstain.

The expressive value of a more comprehensive ballot comes from the voters ability to more

accurately express their preferences for each candidate. Expressive value is derived from the action

of voting and not from the outcome of the election itself therefore pivotality is less influential and

the completeness of ones expression is more influential. Approval and ranked voting allow for

greater expressivness across all candidates while range and evaluative voting additionally offer

greater expressiveness within the evaluations for each candidate. The set of possible ballots in

a plurality system are typically contained within the sets of possible ballots for more expressive

systems. The purpose of conducting this experiment in a controlled laboratory environment with

apolitical mechanisms is in part to remove this expressive value and allow the focus to be narrowed

to the utility value of the evaluative ballot.

The utility value of the set of ballot options relative to the choice of abstention is of great
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importance since it does not require any political influence or consideration in order to demonstrate

the value of this alternative voting system. The argument is simply that there is greater utility in

having a broader set of possible ballots for voters to choose from regardless of the candidates

or electorate themselves. There could also be increased value in this alternative system when

certain electoral conditions exist, such as the presence of a spoiler candidate, where the more

comprehensive ballot could allow for more honest voting and representation of preferences for

all candidates (Brams and Fishburn, 2007). In all voting systems, absent a government mandate

to vote, the option of abstention is possible and costless. This suggests that the voter will only

participate if there exists a ballot in the set of possible ballots for that voting system whose expected

utility for the voter exceeds the expected utility of abstention. Naturally, a larger set of possible

ballots would increase the likelihood that such a ballot exists.

This paper reduces the process of voting to a simple economic and probabilistic analysis of

costs and benefits in order to identify the impact that the voting system may have on these cal-

culations in a multicandidate environment. The primary hypothesis is that introducing a more

complete set of ballot expressions allows the voter to increase their expected benefits of voting

and should therefore result in greater participation overall in addition to participation at a higher

cost threshold. The ability to express preferences for multiple candidates should result in a form

of electoral insurance where risk, as well as strategic voting, is reduced and participation is in-

creased. In addition, in an electoral scenario where a spoiler candidate is present, the value of

the 2nd best option is increased and an increased participation effect under the evaluative voting

system should be observed. Finally, the order with which the treatments are applied should not

significantly influence the voter behavior as the treatments themselves are independent. Although

this claim is not ultimately supported by the data, it is most likely a function of the finite nature of

the experiment and the influence of the free-rider effect that arises in all public goods experiments.

Regardless of treatment order, the amount of participation declines over time as subjects observe

that it is possible to simply free ride on the participation of the other subjects.

Section 1.2 of this paper will outline the evaluative voting system used for this experiment.
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Section 1.3 will define the key hypotheses which have guided this research. Section 1.4 will ex-

plain the experimental environment, the stages of the game itself, and the descriptive statics of the

subjects. Section 1.5 will discuss the results of the experiment as well as the anomalies of interest

contained within the data set. It will also discuss some of the comments made by the subjects

in the end of session questionnaire and how they correspond to the common popular arguments

for and against alternative voting systems. Section 1.6 will provide some general conclusions and

suggestions for future research along these lines.

1.2 The Evaluative Voting System

This paper uses the evaluative voting system labeled by Alcantud and Laruelle as Dis&Approval

voting. This system was chosen for several reasons, but to justify those reasons it is important to

first clarify the complexity of voting in general. The process of voting entails the construction of

a preference relation among the candidates as well as a preference expression on the ballot. Due

to the existence of strategic voting and the inherent weaknesses in all voting systems, these two

endeavors will be correlated, but not identical (Baugard and Irgersheim, 2011). Some voting sys-

tems, such as a traditional plurality vote, require the expression to be reduced to a single action

on a single candidate while others, such as approval or rank choice voting, allow for a more com-

prehensive expression across multiple candidates. According to Michel Balinski and Rida Laraki

(2011), a more effective way to think of voting is as an independent evaluation of each candidate

and not simply a comparison of options.

The form of evaluative voting used in this experiment incorporates three possible evaluations

on a discrete scale of 1, 0, or -1 and can be interpreted as approval, indifference, and disapproval.

The reason for using this system is because it offers a richer set of ballot expressions in two key

dimensions; evaluative voting uses a more comprehensive expression similar to approval voting in

that every candidate is independently evaluated as opposed to a single evaluation on a single candi-

date, it also captures a more robust form of expression in that it allows the voter to explicitly convey

approval as well as disapproval and indifference. Several recent papers have documented the psy-
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chological influence of disapproval or negative values when expressing preferences (Baujard et al.,

2020; Harfst et.al, 2021). The aim in using this voting system is to contrast, in the most important

or desirable aspects of ballot expression, the plurality ballot with a reasonable alternative. In addi-

tion, the evaluative voting system is a practical alternative, easy to understand/interpret, and used

in many other capacities including popular culture and European elections (Baujard et al., 2018).

The theoretical literature on voter participation flows from the seminal works of Downs (1957),

Tullock (1967), and Riker and Ordeshook (1968) through the work of Ledyard (1981, 1984), and

Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983, 1985). Since the work of Palfrey and Rosenthal, there have been

many theories offered to address Down’s “paradox of not voting” and several criticisms leveled

towards the rational choice theory of voting in general. Several papers have done a thorough job

of summarizing the most influential research in voter participation since the 1980s.2 Although

this paper is not specifically intended to contribute to this theoretical literature, it draws from the

models and experiments of Palfrey and Rosenthal as well as a general model of elections presented

by Myerson and Weber (1993) which compares plurality, approval, and borda count voting systems

in multicandidate elections. The participation game used in this experiment is also similar to those

used by Levine and Palfrey (2007), Schram and Sonnemans (1996), Duffy and Tavits (2008), and

many more. The unique contributions of this paper are that the subjets have three options, randomly

assigned unique individual costs, and the use of the evaluative voting system with negative values.

It is difficult to measure the impact that a specific voting system may have on voter behav-

ior in a real world electoral event or in a field experiment due to the confounding institutional,

political, and socioeconomic factors that contribute to voter behavior (Levine and Palfrey, 2007).

Several avenues of voting research have theorized about the expressive nature of voting, the mo-

tivational nature of political parties or political power, and the structural nature of elections them-

selves (Francois and Gergaud, 2019). This laboratory experiment significantly reduces many of

these confounding factors by controlling the economic incentives and eliminating many social or

political incentives. A wide variety of papers in the recent economics and political science liter-

2See Medina Sierra (2018), Blais (2000, 2006), Blais et al. (2016), Dhillon and Peralta (2002), Feddersen (2004),
Feddersen and Sandroni (2006), and Geys (2006)
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ature have used field experiments (Van der Straeten et al, 2010) or in situ experiments in French

or other European elections 3 to analyze alternative voting systems, but this paper is the first to

be able to combine the use of an evaluative voting system with a costly participation decision

in a laboratory setting. This experiment was conducted online so there was an additional level

of anonymity afforded to subjects in that they never observed any physical, economic, social or

political characteristics of the other subjects.

1.3 Hypotheses

Based on the research mentioned above, the experiment was designed with three specific hypothe-

ses in mind. The purpose of this experiment was to test for and measure any differences in partic-

pation that resulted from a change in voting system. The intention was to keep the environment

and the task as similar as possible and only vary the way that subjects expressed their preferences.

The existing literature, as suggested above, indicated that a more complete ballot would result in

greater participation so this is the first hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1. The evaluative voting system will result in greater participation than the plurality

voting system.

An alternative way to look at this realization is to consider the fact that the greater expected

utility gain from the evaluative ballot suggests that voters will also be willing to participate at

higher individual costs in that voting system. This perspective on the differences between voting

systems motivates the second hypothesis of this paper.

Hypothesis 2. On average, the individual cost of voters who have chosen to participate will be

greater in the evaluative system than in the plurality system.

Another important difference that exists as a result of the contraints placed on the plurality

ballot is that the voter has no means by which to express support for an alternative or 2nd best

candidate. This inability to demonstrate positive support for more than one candidate incentivizes

3See Baugard and Igersheim (2011), Baugard et al. (2014), Laslier and Van Der Straeten (2007), Darmann et al.
(2017)
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more strategic voting and results in an inferior expected utility gain when a second candidate,

referred to as a spoiler candidate, exists which might cause the electorate to split their votes across

the two candidates resulting in a third, strictly less preferred candidate, winning the election. The

comprehensive nature of the evaluative ballot instead allows voters to place positive support on

more than one candidate which increases the likelihood of a preferred candidate winning as well

as reducing the likelihood of the least preferred candidate being victorious. In other words, the

expected utility of ballots which capture this expression would be greater than is normally expected

in an election that does not include a spoiler candidate. This suggests that when a spoiler candidate

is present in a three candidate election, the evaluative voting system will result in an even greater

participation rate relative to the plurality system. This observation motivates the third and final

hypothesis of this paper.

Hypothesis 3. The introduction of a spoiler candidate into the preference structure will magnify

the effect of the evaluative voting system on voter participation.

1.4 Experimental Design

The experiment was conducted in multiple sessions online using the oTree open-source framework

(Chen et. al, 2016). Subjects were recruited using the subject pool of the Experimental Social Sci-

ence Laboratory located at the University of California, Irvine (UCI). The experimental sessions

were advertised to interested participants through the online portal as well as through email noti-

fications. Interested subjects registered to participate, were given a unique subject ID, and were

provided with the link to the experiment portal after they had submitted their payment informa-

tion. Subjects were only allowed to participate in one session. Payments were made through the

Venmo and Zelle apps following the completion of the session. The first session consisted of one

group of 12 subjects while all subsequent sessions consisted of two groups of 12 subjects. The

only exception was the final session which incorporated a different treatment referred to as, “the

spoiler treatment.” The spoiler treatment had a different distribution of types which necessitated

two groups of 11 instead of 12. Subjects received experimental units referred to as “points” and the
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conversion of points to dollars ($) was 100 points for $5. Subjects were informed of this conversion

rate prior to starting the experiment. Each session lasted between 65 and 85 minutes. The average

payoff earned was $18.45 plus a $7 show-up payment with a minimum experimental earning of $2

and maximum of $30. Table 1 and Table 2 below provide basic information about the sessions and

subjects.

Table 1: Session Information

Table 2: Demographic Information

1.4.1 A single round

Each round consisted of a costly choice to participate or abstain followed by the opportunity to

place tokens in buckets where the bucket with the most tokens at the end of the round was declared

the winner and payoffs were distributed accordingly. Screenshots of the participation choice and

game screens are included in Appendix A. All subjects were randomly assigned a type denoted by

a color (Red, Blue, or Green) which they retained across all rounds and all voting systems in order

to reduce the need for learning a new payoff table during the experiment. Each subject was also

randomly assigned a cost drawn from a discrete uniform distribution, U(0,100) at the beginning of

each round. The subjects were shown their cost, their type, and the payoff matrix each round prior

to making their participation decision. They were also reminded at the beginning of each round of

the distribution of types within the group that they were engaging with. Each subject participated
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in two 10 round phases preceded by three practice rounds each. Both phases used the same payoff

table, but with different voting systems. The payoff table is shown below as Table 3(a). The payoff

table was designed to provide each participant with a clearly defined ordinal ranking of the buckets.

The definition of a clear first and second choice was essential to understand the competitive and

strategic motivations of each participant.

One phase is modeled on the traditional plurality vote where the participant is allowed to place a

single token in one of three buckets of their choosing. The other phase is modeled on an evaluative

voting system where the participant is allowed to add a token, remove a token, or ignore each of

the three buckets. Three sessions were conducted with the plurality phase first followed by the

evaluative phase and two sessions was conducted with the evaluative phase first followed by the

plurality phase in order to identify any order effects that may exist. Each session consisted of

three practice rounds and 10 scoring rounds for each phase followed by a short questionnaire for

demographic and qualitative information. In all sessions, subjects were regrouped every round,

but retained their original type and each group retained its type distribution at all times. The

winnings for each round were determined by the winning bucket and each subject’s color type. If

two or more buckets were tied then the payoff to each subject was the average of the two or more

respective buckets. This equates to the standard in the voter participation literature of flipping a

coin in the case of a tie. The final payoff for the round consisted of the subject’s winnings less

their participation cost if they chose to participate. At the end of each phase, one of the 10 scoring

rounds was chosen at random and distributed to the subject as payment for that phase. The subject

was shown a history table of their choices in previous rounds as well as the results of each round

before advancing to the next round.
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Table 3: Payoff Table

Although the mechanics of the primary treatment and the spoiler treatment were identical, two

different payoff tables were used and the type distribution within each group was slightly different.

The primary treatment was a Condorcet cycle with equal distribution of types, four subjects in each

type, so there was no clear advantage for any type. The spoiler treatment had a type distribution of

five (5) green subjects and three (3) subjects of each of the blue and red type. The spoiler treatment

used the payoff table shown as Table 3(b) and was designed to increase the value of the second

best option for both the blue and red types which should result in a greater treatment effect for the

evaluative voting system. If the red and blue types were able to coordinate their efforts then they

could dominate the preferences of the green types, but without this coordination the green types

would benefit from the divided interests and would be victorious.

This design accomplished a few important tasks. It reduced learning within each treatment by

providing practice rounds and constant types as well as payoff tables. It placed each subject in both

voting systems under identical conditions in order to remove external factors. It also created vari-

ability through the random assignment of participation costs so each subject’s ability to accurately

predict the level of participation within the other types was reduced.
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1.5 Results and Discussion

The primary question that this experiment was designed to address was whether or not changing

from a plurality voting system to an evaluative voting system would have a significant impact on

participation when participation is costly. This suggests that the first comparison is a simple test of

participation rate across the two voting systems. Figure 1 below shows the relative value of each

along with a 95% confidence interval. The evaluative system clearly has a higher participation

rate, but there is significant overlap between the confidence intervals so more granular statistical

analysis is necessary.

Each subject participated in 10 rounds of one voting system followed by 10 rounds of the

other system and when comparing the first 10 rounds to the second 10 rounds regardless of voting

system, there is a clear reduction in participation for the second 10 round period. This is displayed

in Figure 2 below. This figure also suggests that the reduction in participation may be taking

place within each 10 round session so Figure 3(a) shows the rate of participation by round by

voting system in the first 10 rounds and Figure 3(b) shows the same for the second 10 rounds.

It is visually obvious that participation is significantly changing based on the round number with

later rounds showing less participation regardless of voting system. This is not surprising when

considering that the costly participation would encourage a great deal of free-riding, especially

when combined with the balanced nature of the distribution of types. These findings suggest that

Figure 1: Participation by Voting System
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there needs to be a mechanism to control for the specific round so each round was numbered from

1 to 26 which included the three practice rounds prior to each 10 round session.

Several other factors were taken into consideration in regards to the participation choice made

by each subject in each round. Specifically, the outcome of the previous round seemed to have

a significant impact on the participation decision in each subsequent round. There were two di-

mensions that stood out as obvious considerations, whether the subject’s preferred candidate was

victorious in the previous round and the subjects realized payoff in that round. The assumption

was that these would both be positively correlated with participation as the subject enjoyed the

“winning effect” and the dopamine that comes with winning. It is important to note that winning

could also exacerbate the free-rider effect suggesting that a subject could continue to enjoy high

earnings without incuring the cost of participation in the next round. In either case, a dummy

variable labeled “First Choice” was created to capture whether a subject’s preferred candidate was

victorious in the previous round, and the player’s payoff from the previous round was retained for

the subsequent round in a variable called “Previous Payoff.”

1.5.1 Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 states that participation should be higher in the evaluative voting system. Previous

work suggests that the participation decision made by the subject is a comparison between the

Figure 2: Participation by Order
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Figure 3: Participation by Round and System

expected payoff from participation and the realized individual cost for that round. Given all of

the additional behavioral factors that may have influenced this decision, it is appropriate to use

regression analysis to control for these factors as well as typical fixed effects such as age, gender,

ethnicity, and college major. A logistic regression was used due to the binary and probabilistic

nature of the dependent variable in question. The results of these regressions are shown in Table

4 below. As evidenced in the first two columns, we observe that the likelihood of participation

falls when the subject is using the plurality voting system. In fact, across all observations in this

experiment we see that the odds of participation are about 35% lower in the plurality voting system

when controlling for variables such as whether that round was a practice round or a scoring round,

the size of the payoff in the previous round, the individual cost to that subject in that round, and

whether that subject’s preferred choice of candidate won in the previous round. We also observe

that the coefficients on many of these variables are statistically significant and their correlation to
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participation is in a predictable manner. Subjects are slightly more likely to participate in the early

practice rounds as they learn the system and get a feel for the other subjects in their voting group.

Participation declines as each round progresses and is inversely related to the individual’s private

cost, but we also observe that participation falls as the payoff in the previous round increases which

supports the free-rider mentality and the desire to avoid the participation cost if possible without

sacrificing too much of their payoff. We also observe that the “winner effect” seems to be in play

resulting in an increase in participation when the subject’s preferred candidate was victorious in

the previous round. This evidence clearly supports hypothesis 1.

Table 4: Logistic Coefficient Estimates

1.5.2 Hypothesis 2

Hypothesis 2 states that the evaluative system can result in a greater expected payoff which should

result in a willingness to participate at higher private individual costs. If we compare the mean

individual costs in rounds where subjects chose to participate across voting systems then we should
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Table 5: Mean Individual Cost in Participation Rounds

see a significantly higher individual cost in the evaluative rounds. In their questionnaire responses,

several subjects mentioned that the threshold for their participation decision was higher in the

evaluative system, but it was not a large enough change or a common enough difference to be

reflected in the overall means.

Table 5 shows the means and standard errors for these two groups. Although the evaluative

mean is higher, a simple t-test of means confirms that the difference is not significantly different

from zero. Despite the clear result in Table 5, a linear regression was appropriate to attempt to

control for other factors in this relationship. Table 6 outlines the results of the linear regression

conducted on rounds where subjects chose to participate. The regression clearly reinforces the

findings of the comparison of means in the fact that the sign on the plurality round is negative, but

not significant. The only significant variable in these regressions was the variable that indicated

what round the choice was occuring in. The negative and significant value of this coefficient

supports the fact that subjects became more hestitant to participate in later rounds and therefore

their average individual cost in later rounds was lower. Hypothesis 2 is not supported by these

results.

1.5.3 Hypothesis 3

One of the greatest advantages to the evaluative voting system is that it allows the voter to place

positive influence on their 2nd best choice as well as their preferred choice. In light of this ad-

vantage, the existence of a spoiler candidate which might force voters to behave more strategically

and select a lesser candidate or split the vote across two largely preferred candidates would seem to

increase the value to the subject of using an evaluative voting system. This increased value should

theoretically increase the participation rate of the evaluative system relative to the plurality system.

Hypothesis 3 above attempts to capture this effect.
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Table 6: Linear Coefficient Estimates

Looking back to Table 4 above, we see that the likelihood of participation is reduced in the

spoiler rounds, but when the regression is run on only the spoiler rounds we see a dramatic and

statistically significant increase in the participation rate in the evaluative rounds. The size of the

evaluative effect in the spoiler treatment is nearly five times as great as the effect across all treat-

ments. The findings from this experiment mirror two important observations regarding the exis-

tence of spoiler candidates. The first being that voters experience frustration with their inability

to coordinate around a single preferred candidate as demonstrated by the more dramatic decline

in participation in later rounds of the spoiler treatment. The second is that the majority of voters

would prefer a means by which they could ensure that the least preferred candidate is not victorious

as a result of a failure to coordinate through strategic voting practices. This can be seen in the ex-

perimental data as the increased willingness to participate is much greater in the evaluative system

where subjects are able to reduce the likelihood of the least preferred candidate wining through

negative votes. The evaluative system also facilitates increased coordination around the majority

preferred candidates by allowing voters to cast positive votes for multiple candidates. This result

brings the discussion back to one of the most dominant arguments used in support of election re-

form in the United States, under normal conditions an alternative voting system may marginally
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increase voter participation even if it does not fundamentally change the outcome of the election.

Where these alternative voting systems really offer a significant improvment over the existing sys-

tem is in the more complicated races which contain spoiler candidates and result in both increased

voter frustration and less preferred candidates being elected.

1.5.4 Qualitative Questionnaire Responses

A short questionnaire was conducted after the experiment concluded to ascertain the thoughts and

feelings of the subjects after experiencing both voting systems. The subjects were asked a series of

common questions including their demographic characteristics as well as their impression of the

experiment itself. An examination of the subject’s responses reveals a few key insights about their

experiences as well as the influence of the voting systems themselves.

Key Lesson 1: The subjects frequently adopted cutpoint strategies when comparing their individ-

ual costs to the expected utility of participating. When asked whether they used/adopted a

strategy in their approach to the experiment, 70% of subjects indicated that they did. When

given the opportunity to share their strategy, 28% of subjects explicitly mentioned their cut-

point strategy. The following two responses demonstrate the general feedback from subjects.

“If the cost was higher than 50 then I decided not to participate because the deducation from

the total pay would have been less than if I had not participated.” and “If the cost was less

than 60 then I paid the price and added a token to Bucket 1 in Version 1. In Version 2, I added

a token to Bucket 1 and removed tokens from Bucket 2and 3. In Version 1, the efficiency

was mediocre but it really paid off in Version 2.” both demonstrate the cutpoint strategy.

The most commonly mentioned cost threshold was 50 points which respresented 50% of the

maximum possible cost of 100 points. Interestingly, this suggests that the threshold may

have been defined based on the distribution of costs and not necessarily on the expected

return from voting.

Key Lesson 2: The subjects clearly perceived and acknowledged the differences between the

plurality and evaluative treatments. The second comment shared above demonstrates this
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acknowledgement. Another subject commented, “I was green, so I always put in bucket

1 in the first half of the experiment. Took out of bucket 2, then abstained from bucket

3. In the 2nd half of the experiment, I always went in on bucket 1 unless my cost was

over 60.” The feedback made it clear that subjects were recognizing the different voting

environments, the changes in the other players strategies, and adapting their own strategy

accordingly. They also clearly indicated that the introduction of a spoiler candidate was

obvious and had a significant impact on their voting strategy as well as their appreciation for

the more complete ballot expression in the evaluative system. One subject clearly explained

the spoiler dilemma, “In variation 2, if every member had perfect information, red and blue

team are set up to win over green. In variation 1, with perfect information, red and blue team

are at a conflict of interest and the odds of unity against green team are impossible without

thorough communication and understanding.”

Key Lesson 3: The feedback from the subjects closely aligned with the literature on alternative

voting systems. Several subjects mentioned that the plurality system was simpler or easier to

understand while others mentioned that the evaluative system gave them more control over

their expression and by extension more control over the outcome of the round. A few sub-

jects mentioned that the complexity of the evaluative voting system made the outcome more

interesting and unpredictable. Several subjects explicitly mentioned the ability to remove

tokens as an exhancement of the process and providing them the feeling of having more con-

trol over the ultimate outcome of that round. Subjects commented, “I was able to influence

the other two buckets and was able to remove tokens from them so my bucket of preference

had more of a likelihood of winning.” and “It [version 1] was easier and less complicated

than version 2.” and “I felt like I had more control over what the outcome would be as there

were choices, whereas version 1 felt very limiting.”

The results of the questionnaire provide even more support for the hypotheses above as well as

credibility for the experimental design. The many similarities between the subject’s feedback and

the theorized impacts of an alternative voting system of this type demonstrate the importance of
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studying these systems and devleoping as complete an understanding of their impact on voter

behavior and satisfaction as possible. As mentioned above, many alternatives to plurality voting

exist and each represents a unique combination of benefits and costs to voters.

1.6 Conclusion

Voting systems and the electoral process inevitably garner more attention immediately preceding or

following a highly contested election. One of the key messages from the existing voting literature

can be simplified to a realization that the existing electoral system in the United States is inherently

flawed, but the alternative systems also contain their own unique problems, in many cases the devil

you know is preferred to the devil you do not know. One of the key components of a representative

democracy is voter participation and the engagement of all citizens with the electoral process. The

literature above suggest that voter participation would be greater under an evaluative voting system

relative to the existing plurality voting system. The results from this laboratory experiment support

this hypothesis. The unique contribution of this paper is the fact that these findings were derived

from a laboratory experiment where the social and political influences could be removed and the

focus could be narrowed simply to the economic influences on a subject’s decision to participate

or abstain.

Although the findings of this paper align with the existing literature on voter participation, this

paper arrives at these findings through a uniquely controlled environment which removes some of

the possible confounding factors present in field experiments intended to test the same hypothe-

sis. This paper also demonstrates the increased value of an alternative voting system, such as the

evaluative system, when addressing elections which contain spoiler candidates. The evaluative

system results is far greater participation among subjects in the presence of a spoiler candidate as

well as additional voter satisfaction as evidenced by the responses to the qualititative questionnaire

conducted after the experiment.

This paper supports the existing literature and the findings of field experiments, but it leaves

some questions unanswered and ripe for further investigation. The evaluative system is one of
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many alternative voting systems and therefore the findings of this paper could naturally be ex-

panded to include other alternative systems such as approval voting, Borda counts, ranked choice

voting, and evaluative voting with different scoring alternatives. The scope of this paper is also

relatively small so value would be added by conducting this experiment on larger groups which

would reduce the pivotality of each individual voter and might result in different behaviors. There

is a great deal to be explored, but this paper and the experiment contained within begin to look at

these questions from a unique and controlled environment that could continue to bring new insights

to this discussion.

2 An Experimental Study of Dark Network Formation and Dis-

ruption

2.1 Introduction

Scholars have long recognized that a group’s desire to conceal its activities leads it to adopt a decen-

tralized organizational structure (Simmel 1906; Erickson 1980). Such is particularly true of covert

and illegal groups called dark networks (Raab and Milward 2003; Everton 2012; Gerdes, 2015)

that include terrorist organizations, drug cartels, arms and human traffickers, and criminal gangs.

Because these groups face the constant threat of infiltration and disruption by law enforcement and

the military, a decentralized structure is believed to improve the group’s security by reducing the

impact of a disruption. In effect, the group trades off the productivity advantages of centralization

for the security advantages of decentralization. Studies of dark network organizations increasingly

support this view. For example, Al Qaeda’s organizational structure was somewhat vertical be-

fore September 11, 2001, but shifted to a decentralized structure after the American invasion of

Afghanistan (Raab and Milward 2003), and Hamas moved from a centralized to a compartmental-

ized structure after being outlawed by the Israeli government (Gambil 2002).4

4For other examples, see Baker and Faulkner (1993), Arquilla and Ronfeldt (2001), Bakker, Raab, and Milward
(2012), Krebs (2002), Milward and Raab (2006), and Shapiro (2013).
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Despite this compelling evidence, it is difficult to prove a definitive causal link between the

threat of disruption and the organizational structure for many reasons. Because these groups value

secrecy, accurate information about the organizational structure of a dark network is virtually im-

possible to obtain (Krebs 2002). Those parts of the organization that are observed may be sys-

tematically different from the unobserved parts in unknown ways, thus raising questions about the

viability of making accurate inferences from the available data. Another challenge is that changes

in an organization’s structure that coincide with a shift in law enforcement or military strategy

may actually be caused by other unobserved factors. For example, a change in an organization’s

goals or tactics, such as an increased use of violence, may cause both a shift in organizational

structure and heightened scrutiny from the government. An example of this is when Al Qaeda

in Iraq transformed itself into ISIS. In this case, the transformation included a shift from a de-

centralized network to a hierarchical organization as ISIS proclaimed itself to be a caliphate that

controlled territory and people and even claimed to have a capital city. Separating out the effect of

the change in strategy from the change in government policy may not be possible since they are

linked. Because organizations are more powerful than networks, if the government weakens, the

dark network can become an organization as ISIS did. Finally, there are obvious practical and eth-

ical reasons that prevent a systematic field experiment that randomly assigns both organizational

goals and law enforcement strategy.

This paper presents empirical evidence from a controlled, laboratory experiment on dark net-

work formation and disruption that avoids the difficulties inherent in field studies. In each experi-

mental trial, one subject takes the role of network designer and is paired with another subject in the

role of network disruptor. The designer, who acts as leader of a dark network, has 18 members of

their group and must decide how to allocate 18 collaborative links between group members. These

collaborative links are tied directly to group production; the more links, the more production,

and in some treatment conditions, the group production benefits from having a more centralized

structure. After the network designer constructs their network, the network disruptor is given in-

formation about the network and decides which member (node) to remove from the organization.
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Removing that member involves the complete removal of that person and all their links from the

network’s production. The more output produced by the final, post-disruption network, the larger

the designer’s payoff, and the smaller the disruptor’s payoff. The order of moves and payoff struc-

ture is known to both actors. A key design feature of our experiment is that we exogenously vary

both the incentive to centralize and the disruptor’s ability to monitor, thus allowing us to identify

the causal effect of the threat of disruption on organizational structure.

Our main result is that designers of dark networks do intentionally decentralize in the face of

strong interference by law enforcement: holding productive capacity fixed, designers construct

more decentralized networks as the disruptor’s monitoring of the network increases. We also find

that the trade-off between maximizing productive output and maximizing security is a salient one:

holding the monitoring ability fixed, designer’s networks are more centralized as the production

advantage to centralization increases. The evidence further indicates a novel finding particular

to our experiment, namely, that the order in which subjects are exposed to the monitoring levels

has an effect on the extent of centralization. Designers construct networks that are more central-

ized after first being exposed to monitoring and then having that monitoring removed, however,

they still construct networks more decentralized than optimal. The implication is that subjects

are learning about the optimal network design, but are still deterred from full centralization even

when constructing a fully centralized network is optimal and all monitoring is absent. Overall, our

experimental results provide compelling evidence that the structure of a dark network reflects the

twin organizational concerns of productivity and security.

Our paper is closely related to two strands of existing literature. The first is a theoretical liter-

ature on the strategic interplay between members of a dark network and a network disruptor. See,

for example, Baccara and Bar-Isaac (2008), Enders and Jindapon (2009), Hoyer and De Jaegher

(2010), Hong (2011), and Goyal and Vigier (2014). The game-theoretic decision setting for our

experiment is most similar to that of Enders and Su (2007), the key difference being the network

production function. The production function we use was specifically selected with our experiment

in mind as it provides a concrete way to vary an incentive to centralize that is easily understood
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by experimental subjects.5 The second is the experimental literature on dark networks reviewed

by Arce et al (2011).6 We here specifically mention McBride and Hewitt (2013), McBride and

Caldara (2013), and Candelo et al (2013). The first two of these studies focus on the disruptor’s

decision when shown a randomly selected dark network, while the latter considers the formation of

a dark network among decentralized actors in the face of a random (not strategic) disruption. The

empirical literature on dark networks, summarized in Bakker, Raab, and Milward (2012), suffers

from the same problem as the experimental literature, it is essentially one sided in that it looks at

dark networks as they respond to shocks and attacks.7

This paper makes a unique contribution to the experimental and empirical literatures as it is a

two-sided model while also using a simpler design in which a single actor (the designer) chooses

the network structure. This simpler design avoids the coordination problem inherent in decentral-

ized network formation, thus allowing for sharper findings on changes to the network structure.

2.2 The Designer-Disruptor Setting

2.2.1 The Game

The Designer-Disruptor Game is a two-player game in which one player constructs a network and

the other chooses a single node to remove from the network. The game proceeds in two stages.

In the first stage, the first mover, called the designer, allocates 18 collaborative links among 18

nodes. The nodes represent members of the dark network, and the links represent the collaborative

5There are also various other related directions. In Colonel Blotto games, an attacker and defender fight over
multiple battlefields; these settings are akin to network-based conflict albeit with simple network architectures (see
Roberson 2006). Arce et al (2012) consider conflict between a terrorist with multiple attack technologies and a
defending government actor. Franke and Öztürk (2015) study how network structure determines conflict intensity.
Still other approaches have been used, such as computational models (e.g., Albert et al 2000; Callaway et al 2000;
Cohen et al 2001) or order theory (Farley 2010). Feinstein and Kaplan (2010) work to bridge the gap between the
computational and game-theoretic approaches. Arin et al (2011) examine spending on terrorism and counter-terrorism
without examining network structure. Still other work examines the key player problem of identifying which set of
nodes to remove to have the largest impact on the networks (Borgatti 2003; Ballester et al 2006).

6Many of the related experiments study Colonel Blotto games, e.g., Chowdhury et al (2013). See Dechenaux et al
(forthcoming) for a review of the experimental literature on contests, all-pay auctions, and tournaments. For an earlier
survey of network-related experiments, see Kosfeld (2006).

7Again, there is extensive literature that reflects a diversity of methodological approaches. For example, Everton
(2012) presents a comprehensive social network analytic approach, and Miffen et al (2004) use random graphs to infer
underlying terrorist networks.
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efforts between dark network members. For simplicity, each node is numbered i= 1,2, ...,18. Each

link can be used to create a tie between two different nodes. These links can be allocated between

any pair of nodes, and not all links need to be used. Let g denote a network, where gi j = 1 denotes

a link between nodes i and j in network g and gi j = 0 denotes that there is no link between i and j

in g. Assume gii = 1. The set of possible networks from which the designer can choose is the set

of all g such that

∑
i j,i6= j

gi j ≤ 36.

The 36 captures the constraint that the designer uses at most 18 links.

Once the designer has selected g, the game enters the second stage. In this stage, z of the 18

nodes are randomly selected and the disruptor observers the identities and direct ties of those z

nodes (and of these alone). As discussed in detail below, we will consider three observation levels:

z = 0,7,and 18. After this observation, the disruptor selects exactly one node to remove (i.e. arrest)

from the network. That node and all of that node’s direct links are removed, with the rest of the

network remaining intact. Let g− i denote the network that results from the designer’s choice of

network g in stage one and the disruptor’s choice to remove node i. Network g− i is thus exactly

equal to g except that all direct ties that involve i are removed. After the disruptor’s choice is made,

both actors receive their payoffs, and the game ends.

Network g− i is appropriately called the final network because this is the network from which

the players derive utility. Specifically, each node produces

pi(g− i) = a+b1#Li(1,g− i)+b2#Li(2,g− i),

where a,b1,and b2 are non-negative constants with b1 > b2,#Li(1,g− i) is the number of nodes

of geodesic distance 1 from i in g− i, and #Li(2,g− i) is the number of nodes of geodesic distance

2 from i in g− i. In words, each node produces a alone, produces an additional b1 for each direct

tie, and produces an additional b2 for each second-order tie (and produces zero for ties of order
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three or higher). The designer acts to maximize the sum of the individual nodes’ production:

P(g− i) =
18

∑
i=1

pi(g− i).

The disruptor acts to maximize their payoff function:

X−P(g− i),

where X is a constant. In other words, the disruptor acts to minimize P(g− i).

We will consider three production settings that differ in the incentives to centralize. Under

the “None” condition (a = 15,b1 = 10,b2 = 0),there is no incentive to centralize because b2 = 0

implies that there are no returns for second-order links. Any network that uses all 18 links produces

the same total pre-removal production. As b2 increases (but remaining less than b1), there is

an increasing productive gain by having a highly centralized node. Under the “Weak” condition

(a = 15,b1 = 15,b2 = 5), there is an incentive to centralize, but the second-order links provide a

relatively small benefit. Under the “Strong” condition (a = 15,b1 = 30,b2 = 20), the benefits from

second-order links are much higher.

The designer and disruptor both commonly know this set-up. The only informational difference

between the two is that the disruptor will sometimes (i.e. when z < 18) not know the full initial

network g when making her disruption choice.

We now discuss the designer’s incentive to centralize under various observation levels and

production parameters. Note that we have not obtained a complete characterization of the set of

all sub-game perfect equilibria because of the exceedingly large number of network configurations

(even non-isomorphic ones) and observational realizations that are possible and must be checked.

Our discussion is thus restricted to the key logic and intuition behind the motivating conjecture

that optimal centralization should decrease as observation increases, but should increase as the

productivity gains from centralization increase.
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2.2.2 Hidden Observation

When the disruptor observes none (z = 0) of the nodes and links, then she is indifferent between

any selection and essentially chooses a node at random. This implies that the designer’s optimal

strategy depends on the value of the constants a,b1,b2. When first-order links are the only source

of production, i.e. b2 = 0, any configuration of the 18 links has the same expected production ex

ante since there is a fixed number of first order links that can be created and each node has the

same probability of being removed. With b2 > 0, then there is a compounding effect of connecting

a single node to multiple other nodes. Although the maximum number of first-order connections

is 36, there are only 18 links to allocate, each of those first-order connections can become as many

as 16 second-order connections if a connected star configuration is used.

For example, if node 2 is centrally connected to all other nodes then the connection between

node 1 and node 2 would result in b1 additional units of production from node 1 and node 2. It also

results in b2 additional units of production from each of the other 16 nodes connected to node 2,

who are now connected to node 1 as well. This compounding effect implies that the network with

the greatest amount of centralization will result in the greatest expected production assuming that

the disruptor cannot accurately detect the hub node. Therefore, the optimal configuration should

be a connected star with one additional, arbitrary-placed link. This network is highly centralized.

2.2.3 Partial Observation

When the disruptor observes only a part of the network, the removal choice depends on the ex-

pected total impact of each node. We define total impact as the difference in total production

between the original network, g, and the network absent that node, g− i. It is important to note that

the total impact of the removal of node i can be greater than just the production directly associated

with that node. If b2 > 0, then node i’s first-order links can act as a pathway to connect other nodes

at the second-order. In that case, there is an indirect production impact, which we will denote as

#L̃(1,g), that represents the number of second-order links maintained by the other 17 nodes solely

through a first-order link that belongs to node i. The exact value of #L̃(1,g) depends on the distribu-
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tion of redundant links found within g, and takes on a value between 0 and [#Li(1,g)2−#Li(1,g)],

where 0 equates to a perfectly redundant network and [#Li(1,g)2−#Li(1,g)] equates to absolutely

no redundancy.

When b2 = 0, then the optimal removal is either the observed node with the highest degree

centrality or the unobserved node with the highest expected degree centrality, as shown by McBride

and Hewitt (2013). When b2 > 0,then additional calculations are required. The direct impact of the

removal of node i is equal to a+2b1#Li(1,g)+2b2#Li(2,g) because the production is lost to both

nodes involved in the link. The indirect impact of the removal is equal to b2#L̃i(1,g). Therefore

the total impact of the removal of node i is equal to

T Ii = a+2b1#Li(1,g)+2b2#Li(2,g)+b2#L̃i(1,g).

As this expression indicates, the node with the largest number of first-order links will be a

candidate to consider for removal, yet a node with more second-order links than first-order links

may instead be the best node to remove.

The designer’s optimal strategy in this environment also depends on the production parameters.

If b2 = 0, then the designer simply wants to minimize the number of first-order links lost because

there is no productive advantage to creating a more centralized network. This is accomplished

by utilizing any regular network with degree two, because any sort of clustering will, with high

probability, be revealed through the partial observation of the network. If b2 > 0, then there is an

incentive to create clusters in order to maximize the number of second-order links in the network.

This results in a typical trade-off between clustering for increased production and decentralizing

for increased security. When b2 is small relative to b1, then the set of optimal networks contains

regular networks with degree two to maximize security, but as second-order production becomes

relatively more valuable the optimal strategy becomes a small number of clusters. The loss upon

detection of one cluster is outweighed by the increased production of the remaining ones.

We chose the values for b1 and b2 in the weak and strong incentive structures to emphasize

the friction between increased production and increased security. The large number of possible
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equilibrium structures prevents us from obtaining a formal characterization of equilibrium struc-

tures, yet we make a few observations. Under the “strong” incentive, (b1 = 30,b2 = 20), an

effective design has three equal clusters of six nodes configured as one hub and five stems. This

allows the designer to achieve high production from centralization while creating enough clusters

to minimize the total impact of the removal of one of the hub nodes. Under the “weak” incentive,

(b1 = 15,b2 = 5), the coefficients were chosen so that the designer faces an approximately equal

expected payoff between a regular network of degree two and the clustering scenario described

above. This results in the decision to centralize or decentralize being entirely one of preference.

2.2.4 Full Observation

When the disruptor observes the entire network, then the optimal removal choice becomes the max-

imization of the total impact function shown above regardless of the production function. Despite

the large number of possible network configurations that comprise the set of subgames, we can still

make some general statements about possible equilibria. One observation is that the best node to

remove should again typically have high degree centrality. Moreover, the designer’s optimal strat-

egy in this environment is similar to that of the partial observation. The difference is that under

partial observation, sub-optimal strategies such as two-cluster and four-cluster networks still offer

a relatively high expected payoff due to the increased uncertainty of the true nature of the network.

Under full observation there no longer remains any temptation to use either of these strategies as

they are strictly dominated by a significant amount by the optimal strategies documented below.

When only first-order production occurs (b2 = 0), the regular network of degree two is optimal

because it still minimizes the expected loss of links. When second-order production also occurs

(b2 > 0), the set of optimal networks depends on the production incentives. Under the strong

incentive, the three equal cluster design remains viable as it is able to maximize the gains from

centralization while minimizing the total impact of the removal of a hub node. Under the weak

incentive, the expected production is again approximately equal between a regular network of

degree two and the three equal cluster design.
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Summarizing this discussion, centralization should be much greater under Hidden observation

than under Partial and Full observation, and higher under Weak and Strong production incentives

than under the “None” production incentive. There may be differences between Partial and Full

observation and between Weak and Strong production incentives, though these are likely to be

smaller. We will state the predictions in our experiment more explicitly below.

2.3 Experiment Design

2.3.1 Basics

We conducted our experimental sessions at the Experimental Social Science Laboratory (ESSL)

located at the University of California, Irvine. The subject pool consists of both undergraduate and

graduate students recruited using classroom advertisements and an online registration portal. Sub-

jects in the subject pool receive an email invitation to sign-up for experiment sessions. Interested

subjects then respond by clicking an electronic ticket thus reserving a spot in the session. The

confirmed respondents received a reminder e-mail the day before the experiment. Subjects were

only allowed to participate in at most one session. For experiment management and data collection

we employed the Multistage software package.8

Subjects arrived at the lab at the allotted time, signed in, and then were randomly assigned to

computers in the lab. At the start of each experiment session, the subjects received instructions

about the decision scenario and then began the decision-making phase. After the decision-making

phase, each subject completed a short questionnaire that asked for the subject to report their sex,

disciplinary major, and other characteristics. Each subject received a fixed $7 show-up payment for

participating, with additional salient earnings based on the decisions made and experiment session

payoff parameters (described below). The average total take-home payment was approximately

$26 for about 75 minutes of participation. Table 7 provides basic information about the sessions

and subjects.

8Information about the Multistage software platform can be found at
http://multistage.ssel.caltech.edu:8000/multistage/.
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Table 7: Session Information

2.3.2 A Single Round

Each round consists of a single, complete designer-disruptor setting: the designer constructs a

network, the computer selects z nodes randomly, the disruptor is then shown the direct links of

those nodes, the disruptor makes the arrest decision, and then the outcomes of this interaction are

revealed to both the designer and disruptor.

In the first round of each treatment condition, the designer starts with an empty network and

has 120 seconds to assign links. In each subsequent round, the designer starts with the network

constructed in the prior round and has 30 seconds to make changes to it. Figure 4(a) contains a

screenshot of what the designer sees during this network construction stage. The ties are created

in the matrix on the left side by changing cell entries from 0 to 1 to create a link or from 1 to 0 to

remove a link. The diagram on the right side responds in real-time to show the designer a spatial

representation of the network being constructed in the left-side table. Also shown to the designer

is the time remaining for construction and the unused links (collaborations) that can be assigned.

During this stage, the disruptor’s screen instructs the disruptor to wait while the designer completes

network construction.

Upon the completion of the network or the expiration of the allotted time, the network is then

submitted to the computer to start the network disruption stage. The computer randomly selects z

nodes according to the assigned treatment (0, 7, or 18). All nodes are shown to the disruptor on

the disruptor’s screen, with the z nodes colored green to signify that they were monitored and the
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Table 8: Summary of Predictions

other nodes colored blue. All of the direct ties of the monitored nodes are also shown. The nodes

are aligned in a circle, and the order of the nodes along that circle is randomly permuted each

round. See Figure 4(b). The disruptor has no explicit time limit in which to make her decision.

The disruptor then makes an arrest by clicking with the mouse on the desired node to remove.

After the disruptor’s arrest decision, both the designer and disruptor are shown the results

screen. As seen in Figure 4(c), this screen reveals the entire network to both subjects and highlights

the arrested node and its links. The disruptor is still shown the shuffled version of the network as

before. The total pre-removal production, total post-removal production, production prevented,

and percent production reduced are also reported to both subjects. After a short time to review the

outcomes, the experiment advances to the next round.

2.3.3 Sessions

With three observation levels and three production incentives, we have the nine different treatment

conditions as shown in Table 8. We implement these different conditions using a hybrid, 3x3 facto-

rial design, in twelve different experiment sessions. Each session consisted of a single production

incentive (None, Weak, or Strong) with 10 rounds of each observation level given to the subjects

in either increasing or decreasing order.

In the "Increasing-None" Session 1, the subjects were randomly paired to interact for 30 total
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Figure 4: Experiment Screenshots

rounds with the same partner. The first 10 rounds were of the Hidden observation (z = 0), then

for 10 rounds of the Partial observation, and then for 10 rounds of the Full observation, again with

the same partner for all 30 rounds. The "Increasing-Weak" and "Increasing-Strong" sessions were

identical except for the production incentive. A "Decreasing-None" session was similar to the

"Increasing-Weak" session except the subjects did 10 rounds of Full observation, then 10 rounds

of Partial observation, then 10 rounds of Hidden observation. Two sessions were conducted for

each Order-Incentive, i.e., two sessions of "Increasing-None," two sessions of "Increasing-Weak,"
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and so on, for a total of twelve experiment sessions. Data from identical sessions are pooled in the

analysis below, though we will test for differences between increasing and decreasing sessions.

2.3.4 Hypotheses

We identify five hypotheses. The first two concern basic decision-making acumen by the subjects

to determine whether the subjects took their roles seriously in attempting to maximize payoffs.

Hypothesis 1. The designer uses all 18 links.

Each additional link can only improve network production, irrespective of the disruption strat-

egy. Therefore, it is always optimal to use all links. We test this hypothesis to verify whether or

not the subjects in the designer role took the decision-making seriously.

As discussed earlier, the optimal removal by the disruptor typically corresponds to removing

the node with the highest degree, but the ability to do so is constrained by the observation level.

Our second hypothesis follows.

Hypothesis 2. Under partial and full observation, the disruptors are more likely to remove a node

with a high degree.

The next two hypotheses follow from our discussion in Section 2.2. As the disruptor is shown

more of the network, the designer realizes that the network is more susceptible to precision re-

moval. This motivates the designer to create a less-centralized network which will better absorb

the loss of a single node.

Hypothesis 3. Holding production fixed, centralization is decreasing in observation, i.e., networks

will be more centralized under Hidden observation than under Partial observation, and more cen-

tralized under Partial observation than under Full observation.

As the centralization incentive increases the production of second-order links, the designer has

a stronger incentive to create more centralized networks. Second-order production is maximized

by creating a single star-shaped component, so we are able to create a significant friction between

the benefits of centralization and the desire to maximize security. At a given level of observation,

we expect that a greater production incentive will result in a more centralized network.
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Hypothesis 4. Holding observation fixed, centralization is increasing in the production incentive,

i.e., networks will be more centralized under the Strong incentive than under the Weak incentive,

and more centralized under the Weak incentive than under the None incentive.

Finally, decentralization should, in principle, depend only on production parameters and obser-

vation level. Of course, additional factors may be present that create an ordering effect, a possibility

we test with our fifth hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5. There should be no effect of ordering on the level of decentralization.

2.4 Results

Result 1: Essentially all designers use all 18 links, except in early rounds.

The median number of links used in each round is 18, thus implying that most subjects do

indeed use all links. However, some subjects do not use all links; the mean links used for the

first five rounds climbs each round from 13 to 17. There are two possible explanations for these

patterns. The first is that the subjects are still learning and familiarizing themselves with the game

structure. The second is that subjects are making a large number of choices in a short period of

time and are not able to implement their entire strategy before time runs out. By round six the

mean number of links used is greater than 17, and this holds true for the remaining 24 rounds as

well. These findings are strong evidence in support of Hypothesis 1.

Result 2: Designers display a strong tendency to remove a node with the most observed links.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of removals by treatment. The removal is essentially random

with no observation (z = 0) as expected. With partial observation, disruptors remove the max

monitored or the max non-monitored over 75% of the time, and with full observation the max

degree node is removed over 78% of the time. The removals are not perfect, even in full observa-

tion, but some of this variation can be reasonably attributed to experimental behavior or a failure

of understanding on the disruptor’s part. However, despite this deviation from optimal removals,

most choices are consistent with Hypothesis 2. These first two initial results function as a check

on consistency, subject understanding, and subject motivation. On the whole, it appears that most
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Figure 5: Distribution of Removals by Treatment

subjects take the experimental task seriously and act to achieve high payoffs albeit with some error.

The rest of our results examine the structural properties of designed networks. The structural

characteristic of interest is the degree of centralization, and our preferred metric of centralization is

based on the commonly used and referenced measure of Linton Freeman (Freeman, 1979). Group

centrality is measured by

CD =
∑

n
i=1[CD(ṗ)−CD(pi)]

max∑
n
i=1[CD(ṗ)−CD(pi)]

where CD(pi) is the degree centrality of node i and CD(ṗ) is the degree centrality of the maximum

degree node. This metric is essentially measuring the distance between the max degree node and

all other nodes and then standardizing this measure to fall between 0 and 1. On this scale we can

think of 0 equating to a completely decentralized structure such as a connected ring while 1 equates

to a completely centralized structure such as a star network.

This measure of centrality is useful for many reasons: it captures the idea of a hub or highly

central actor, it also captures the extent of centralization around that hub, and as Freeman, Roeder,

and Mulholland (1980) find, his measure closely reflects the efficiency of a network to coordinate

and solve problems. Both of these features are directly relevant to the operation and coordination
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of dark networks that we hope to shed light upon with this research.

Figure 6 charts the average group centrality in each round for each treatment. We observe some

evidence of convergence in this measure as well as the patterns of behavior outlined in Hypotheses

3-5. These figures provide visual confirmation of our hypotheses, but we will also conduct formal

statistical analysis presented below.

Figure 6: Average Centrality by Treatment and Round

Result 3: Designers construct networks with lower average centrality as observation in-

creases.

As shown in Figure 7, after controlling for the production incentive, there is a distinct decrease

in the group centrality as observation increases. This pattern holds for all production incentives,
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Figure 7: Average Centrality Rounds 4-10 (Incentive Fixed)

and we confirm the statistical significance of our results in regressions presented later.

Result 4: Designers construct networks with higher average centrality as the production in-

centive increases.

After controlling for observation level, we see a distinct increase in the group centrality as we

increase the production incentive, as see in Figure 8. This pattern holds for both partial and full

observation, but is unexpectedly weaker under no observation. Statistical significance of this effect

is presented in the regression analysis below.

Figure 8: Average Centrality Rounds 4-10 (Observation Level Fixed)
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To formally test Results 3-5, we ran a series of linear regressions which offer a prediction of

the impact on group centrality for individual characteristics of each treatment. Results are given in

Table 9. Regressions 1 and 2 were run on all of the observations while regressions 3 and 4 excluded

the observations associated with weak production incentives and moderate monitoring (z = 7).

Each regression uses decreasing observation, the None incentive, and Hidden observation as the

excluded categories. Regression 1 includes dummies for increasing observation, weak incentive,

strong incentive, moderate observation (z = 7), and full observation (z = 18). We also include a

variable for the round number and round squared in order to control for learning that took place

during the 10 rounds of each observation level. Regression 2 contains the same variables and

includes subject fixed effects.

Table 9: Regression Results, Pooled
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The coefficients are virtually identical when subject fixed effects are included. There is a

statistically significant decrease in the group centrality as the level of observation increases which

provides formal statistical support for hypothesis 3. There is also a statistically significant increase

in the group centrality as the centralization incentive increases which provides strong support for

hypothesis 4.

We also ran multiple regressions on each individual session. These results can be seen in

Table 10. These regression results provide strong support for hypothesis 3 within each individual

treatment. Regression 10 shows that there is not a significant difference between partial and full

observation in the decreasing-strong treatment, but we do see significant decentralization when

comparing both partial and full observation with the no observation outcomes.

Table 10: Regression Results by Treatment

Result 5: A strong order effect is found with no observation, and weakly under full observa-
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tion. Designers with decreasing observation create networks with much higher group centraliza-

tion than designers with increasing observation. No difference is found for rounds with partial

observation.

After controlling for the production incentive, designers facing a no observation environment

should create networks with relatively similar levels of group centrality regardless of future or pre-

vious levels of observation. Our findings contradict this claim using both simple averages and re-

gression analysis. We observe that designers who are initially exposed to high levels of monitoring

tend to create more centralized networks on average for both full observation and no observation

environments. A significant increase in centralization for only no observation environments might

suggest the effect is primarily attributable to learning, but our results clearly show the same effect

in the same direction for both full and no observation rounds. This clearly contradicts hypothesis 5

when there is both full and no observation. Under partial observation we see small yet statistically

insignificant differences. This difference is demonstrated in Figure 9 as well as the regression re-

sults in Table 9. The coefficient on the increasing dummy is negative and significant in all four of

our regressions. We have eliminated the first three rounds of each observation level in Figure 9 in

order to reduce the possibility that these effects are learning related.

Figure 9: Average Centrality by Direction (Rounds 4-10)
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2.5 Conclusion

The existing theoretical literature on dark network formation clearly outlines the logical argument

that increased monitoring leads to a decentralized network structure and that decreased monitoring

leads to a more centralized network structure. The field and empirical literature demonstrates a

similar behavior among commonly studied dark networks, such as terrorist and criminal networks.

A limitation of such work is that it is difficult, and unethical in most cases, to establish a direct

causal relationship between monitoring and network structure. This paper attempts to resolve this

challenge in a controlled environment where monitoring and production incentives can be varied

exogenously, therefore allowing for a more legitimate demonstration of the implied direct causal

relationship.

Using an experimental approach, we show that subjects tend to create more decentralized net-

works, on average, as the level of monitoring of their activities is increased. We also show that

the friction between production and concealment is a salient one; i.e., the networks become more

centralized as the production incentives for centralization increase. This experiment also provides

evidence that subjects become more willing to risk exposure by centralizing in scenarios where

early monitoring is extensive and then reduced over time as opposed to minimal monitoring that

becomes more invasive over time.

It is instructive to consider some limitations of our study to understand possible directions for

future work. In actual dark network disruption, there is an important distinction between killing

a node and capturing a node. The tactics involved in each disruption may vary both in monetary

cost and potential lives lost. For example, an aerial strike that puts only a pilot in harm’s way

may be sufficient to kill a prominent member of a dark network, while a team of operatives on the

ground may be necessary to capture and kidnap. but the potential gains may also differ. Although

both killed and captured nodes will need to be replaced, a captured node may be interrogated and

potentially reveal more information that leads to a larger impact of an arrest, such as removal of that

node’s network neighbors. Because our experiment considers only the removal of a single node, it

might better be thought of as killing rather than capture. Although Candelo et al (2014) vary the
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impact of an arrest in their experiment in a way that mimics capture and higher impact disruption,

they do so under decentralized network formation and non-strategic disruption. Future work should

consider the strategic interplay when different disruption impacts are possible. Included in this

would be the possibility for the disruptor to decide on the level of impact of an arrest, presumably

at a cost. The lessons learned from such work may better aid law enforcement in their decisions

about not just whom to target when disrupting a dark network but also what type of disruption to

pursue.

Another limitation of our study is that the network production occurs in a very stylized manner

such that the highest degree node is the optimal node to remove. This simple formulation was

intentional on our part for practical reasons associated with the experiment design. We wanted

dark network production to be simple enough for our human subjects in both the designer and

disruptor roles to understand and determine how best to design and disrupt. Future work can

examine more complex network production functions that capture the richer features of a real

world network. One possibility is that nodes can be of different types, e.g., planners, financiers,

messengers, recruiters, foot soldiers, etc., and their locations in the network may reflect those

roles. In such a setting, the best disruption might not be the node with highest degree but instead

might be the node with highest betweenness. A systematic examination of richer network settings

would be a step forward in this literature, though such work would need to overcome some of

the practical challenges associated with placing human subjects into designer and disruptor roles.

More complicated production settings are harder to convey to subjects and may lead to confusion

that confounds the interpretation of experimental results. Recruiting subjects from the military or

other law enforcement might be one way to overcome this hurdle.
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3 A Game Theoretic Analysis of Absolute and Relative Grad-

ing Schemes

3.1 Introduction

According to Davis (2009), we generally observe two primary grading schemes in college level

coursework, either standards-referenced grading or norm-referenced grading. Standards-referenced

grading, also referred to as absolute performance evaluation, is the classical threshold style of grad-

ing where the grade is determined by the student’s individual ability to achieve certain standards,

such as answering more than 90% of test questions correctly. Norm-referenced grading, also re-

ferred to as relative performance evaluation, distributes grades relative to the performance of the

class as a whole and is also commonly referred to as grading on a curve. These two schemes en-

compass a wide variety of specific grading methods and ultimately the finer details of the grading

scheme lie with the particular faculty member (see Walvoord and Anderson (2011); Lang (2009)).

A great deal of controversy surrounds these two schemes in the academic community. Er-

ickson, Peters, and Strommer (2009) suggests that decisions about grading schemes depend a

great deal on an instructor’s values and educational philosophy. Dominowski (2001) claims that

standards-referenced grading is extremely inflexible and depends a great deal on the subjective

“standards” of each faculty member, but Aviles (2001) suggests that the practitioners of norm-

referenced grading are often using the relative scheme to mask teaching deficiencies. By defini-

tion we know that absolute standards more closely evaluate the volume of knowledge retained by

students, while relative standards focus more on establishing a rank ordering of students by per-

formance. One consideration could be that the scheme which best supports the purpose of higher

education is the superior approach, but unfortunately disagreement between the human capital and

signaling purpose of higher education only serves to further clutter the discussion. This controversy

and the idiosyncratic nature of individual grading methods suggests a strong ideological influence

on grading decisions. Unfortunately, there is also a shortage of research into the strategic influence
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that these two grading schemes have on student performance.

The purpose of this paper is to use a game theoretic approach to focus primarily on the influ-

ence that absolute and relative grading has on student’s decisions to exert effort in the classroom.

It will answer two primary questions. Is there a grading scheme that maximizes students’ efforts?

What are the factors which most significantly impact these behavioral choices? Where this paper

differs from previous literature is that the purpose is not to study the utility maximizing quantity

of effort for the student, but is instead to inform the faculty member about the choice of grading

scheme. The student is simply presented with a decision of high or low effort based on their utility

maximization and the strategic interdependence created by the grading scheme. The assumption

that this paper makes in order to focus on strategic effort choices is that higher student effort is

always the most desired outcome for the faculty member. The vast array of positive externali-

ties attributed to education suggest that ultimately society benefits when the maximum number of

students are exerting the maximum amount of effort (see Manda et al. (2002); Hall (2006)).

This paper shows that the effort maximizing grading scheme depends on the heterogeneity of

the students. A comparison of the parameter values which allow for high levels of effort shows

that both grading schemes become more effective among a more homogenous population, but

the relative scheme is more significantly impacted by variation in ability levels. This paper also

provides a clear explanation for the commonly observed occurrence of disadvantaged students in

a mixed tournament exerting more effort than classical theory predicts (see Wu et. al (2007)).

The model shows that there are several conditions under which an equilibrium can be reached in

these mixed tournaments where high ability agents will choose low effort, but low ability agents

will choose high effort. The implication is that high ability agents observe the disincentives of the

relative scheme and choose low effort while the low ability agents observe the lack of effort by

their high ability peers as an opportunity to close the distance and possibly realize the “surprise

upset.”

It is now important to mention the dynamics of the education process that this paper will refer

to throughout. The process of education is composed of two primary components, the teaching and
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the learning. What the students learn is primarily a function of their ability and their effort towards

learning. With regards to teaching, we assume there is a common influence across students which

reflects the efficacy of the teaching, as well as a random component, unique to each student, which

could be thought of as a result of different learning styles or simply as the measurement error of the

assessment. The influence of each individual component is unobservable so educators must design

a scheme by which they can determine the efficacy of their teaching and the ability-effort decisions

of each student. The grading scheme is typically how this determination is made. These schemes

are designed to reflect the desired information, but the influence that they have on the behavioral

decisions of the students can be easily overlooked. The way in which we determine grades can

reveal the information we desire, but can also influence the answer that we receive.

Section 3.2 will provide an overview of the existing literature pertaining to this subject. Section

3.3 will present the model and analysis in the absolute environment. Section 3.44 will present the

model and analysis in the relative environment. Section 3.5 will conclude with a direct comparison

of the two as well as a discussion of the implications of these findings.

3.2 Literature Review

There is little consensus with regards to the superiority of absolute and relative performance evalu-

ation. There are prominent theoretical papers such as Lazear and Rosen (1981), Green and Stokey

(1983), and Nalebuff and Stiglitz (1983) which indicate that relative performance evaluation is

superior to absolute performance evaluation when agents are risk averse and there is a significant

level of common shock across agents. This school of literature revolves primarily around the abil-

ity to provide a form of insurance to agents by removing the common shocks through relative

evaluation. A recent empirical paper, Brownback (2018), suggests that as class size increases the

increases in effort seen as a result of relative grading schemes also increase. In contrast, empirical

papers such as Bandiera et al. (2005), Wu et al. (2005), and Marinakis (2018) have demonstrated

that performance in the classroom as well as other forums is enhanced by using absolute standards.

These results are attributed to disincentive effects in mixed tournaments, peer effects within groups
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that develop social connections, and the presence of negative externalities associated with success

in a relative environment.

Other papers support the use of relative or rank-order performance standards such as Bull et

al. (1987), Gibbons and Murphy (1990), and Cherry and Ellis (2005). Cherry and Ellis argue

that they observe improved performance by higher ability students without a loss of performance

from lower ability students due to the removal of a “peak effect.” This effect is signified by high

ability students exerting only enough effort to achieve top marks and then ceasing all effort for the

remainder of the course. Bull et al. demonstrate in an experimental setting that the performance

of test subjects in a laboratory converges to the superior theoretical levels of effort when using rel-

ative performance measures. The only exception to this conclusion is observed when there exists

an advantage for some agents in which case this mixed tournament results in predicted perfor-

mance levels for advantaged agents, but consistently higher than predicted performance levels for

disadvantaged agents.

The education literature also contributes to the ambiguity of this issue (see Slavin (1977),

Michaels (1977), Deutsch (1979), Natriello (1987), and Crooks (1988)). A common argument

reflected in Slavin (1977), is that relative performance evaluation fosters a classroom environment

which replaces collaboration with competition. This causes some students to increase their effort

levels individually, but eliminates the student-to-student learning opportunities as individuals real-

ize that they are now competing in a game filled with externalities. Bolocofsky and Mescher (1984)

discuss the negative effect that this competition has on students who possess low self-esteem.

Niederle and Vesterlund (2007) also show that women tend to self-select away from competition,

which could mean that they are at a disadvantage in a relative grading environment regardless of

ability. Crooks (1988) suggests that norm-referenced evaluation encourages students to attribute

success and failure entirely to ability. This discourages both high and low ability students as the

high ability recognize their advantage and so they discount the return on their effort while low abil-

ity students realize the futility of their effort in a grading scheme determined primarily by ability.

In contrast though, Becker and Rosen (1992) show that competition can stimulate effort provided
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that the rewards for achievement are sufficient and the standards are not too high or too low.

The contribution of this paper is to present this comparison in a new light. The models that

are used are vastly simplified from the true environment in the classroom, but are constructed to

capture the essential relationships between grading scheme and behavioral choices. The results

of this analysis offer support for classical tournament style contests, but also serve to enhance

our understanding of the behavior of disadvantaged students in the classroom. While there exists

disagreement over the purpose of grades within higher education, there is no disagreement with

regards to the fact that greater effort always leads to an increase in learning. Therefore the objective

for every instructor is to maximize the effort of all students through optimal grading scheme and

course design. This paper serves to increase our understanding of what this optimal grading scheme

is.

3.3 The Absolute Evaluation Standard Model

Assume that there are two types of agents, high ability (AH) and low ability (AL). The agents are

aware of their individual type, as well as that of their peers. This assumption is based on the fact

that by the time a student reaches a college classroom, they have undergone at least 12 years of

education and during that time have been able to very clearly determine their own abilities and

those of their peers, as demonstrated by Stipek (1981). Each agent will then choose one of two

levels of effort, high effort (εH) or low effort (εL). This effort is costly to the student, but the

costs are identical across abilities. The hour that a high ability student spends studying is not less

costly, but is instead more effective than the hour that a low ability student spends studying. We

will therefore assume that the cost of low effort is 0, while the cost of high effort is C regardless of

ability. Assume also that the utility of passing the course is identical across abilities and therefore

denote the utility of passing as U̇ . The utility of failing is equal to 0. One final piece of this

model remains, the determination of an outcome as a function of the student’s choice of effort.

The determination will be done in a probabilistic manner. This interpretation will represent the

stochastic components and measurement error that exists in most common forms of evaluation.
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The probability of high performance will be denoted as Pj(εi) where j denotes the agent’s ability

and i denotes the agent’s chosen level of effort. Assume that receiving a passing grade requires

high performance since anything less than that would provide a disincentive to the high ability

agent. Therefore the expected payoff of each agent is

Pj(εi)U̇−C(εi)

In both the absolute and the relative environments, it is impossible to distinguish a high ability

student with low effort from a low ability student with high effort. This assumption is based on the

standard assumption of the additive influence of ability and effort on performance (see Tsoulouhas

(2018)). The observed performance is increased in a similar manner by either additional ability or

effort. Given this assumption the probabilities for each of three performance levels are defined in

table 11.

Table 11: Probability of Each Outcome as a Function of Ability and Effort

In the absolute environment the students do not consider the performance of their peers, but

instead make their effort decision based solely on a cost-benefit analysis of high effort. The agent’s

choice of effort level is determined by comparing the expected payoff of high effort with the ex-

pected payoff of low effort. This leads to the following two conditions for high effort.

Condition 1: γ > α + C
U̇

Condition 2: α > C
U̇

High ability agents will choose high effort when condition 1 holds and low ability agents will

choose high effort when condition 2 holds. In both models, assume that all agents choose low
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effort when they are indifferent between the payoffs. The utility of passing and the cost of effort are

constant across agents therefore the parameters of interest are γ and α . These two conditions define

four distinct regions in the parameter space for γ and α which result in four distinct outcomes. The

first region refers to the values which satisfy both conditions and therefore will result in all students

choosing εH . The second region refers to the values which don’t satisfy either condition and will

result in all students choosing εL. The third region is where condition one is satisfied, but condition

two is not so only the high ability students will choose εH . The fourth region is where condition

two is satisfied, but condition one is not so only the low ability students will choose εH . These

regions can be seen more clearly in Figure 10 below. The discussion in section five will focus on

the comparison of the first region in this model to the corresponding regions in a relative grading

scheme.

This division illustrates two main points about the performance of students in an absolute envi-

ronment. The first is that the cost of effort plays a significant part in establishing the region of the

parameter space where high effort is optimal. This is not counterintuitive, but it does stress the fact

that reducing the cost of effort for students, possibly through mobile or online technology, could

have a significant effect on student performance. The second point is that merely making a course

more difficult is counterproductive where effort is concerned. Instructors should instead be focus-

ing on creating distance between the γ and α parameters. The practical meaning of this distance

is merely that effective assessment should demand preparation more than pure ability. This could

easily be achieved by asking questions from the textbook which were not explicitly discussed in

lecture or by asking students to comment on current affairs which relate to the subject matter.
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Figure 10: Parameter Space Defined Under Absolute Standards (Displayed as (AL,AH))

3.4 The Relative Evaluation Standard Model

The relative performance model is defined in exactly the same way as the absolute model, with

the one exception being that there are now only two agents, one of which will pass and the other

will fail. The outcome of this game is determined merely by observed performance. The student

who performs at a higher level passes regardless of their outcome in absolute terms, and if the two

perform equally then each will have a 50-50 chance of passing the course. This scheme creates

three possible games that the agents could be playing. The first is a match between two high ability

agents, the second is a match between two low ability agents, and the third is a match where the

abilities are mixed with one being high and the other being low. Each of these matches can be

represented by a 2x2 game matrix. Figure 11 outlines the three matches and associated payoffs.

These payoffs are derived using the expected payoff, under the assumption that once both agents

have chosen their strategies, there are nine possible outcomes each with a unique joint probability

determined by the effort choices of the two agents. This paper will consider the three games as

three different cases and address each individually.
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Figure 11: Payoff Matrices for Three Matches

3.4.1 Case One: Two High Ability Agents

Figure 11(a.) gives the payoff matrix for the game involving two high ability agents. The Nash

Equilibrium of this game is also a dominant strategy equilibrium, but the strategies that compose

this d.s.e. depend on the values of γ and α . For a distinct range of values there exists a dominant

equilibrium where both agents choose high effort, but any values outside of that range result in a

dominant equilibrium where both agents choose low effort. The condition which allows for the

high effort equilibrium is γ > α + 2C
U̇ . It should be noted that this condition is very similar to

condition 1 in the absolute model, but condition 2 from that model is not required. Figure 12

demonstrates this division of the parameter space.
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Figure 12: Parameter Space for Case One (Equilibrium Strategy Displayed as (AH ,AH))

3.4.2 Case Two: Two Low Ability Agents

Figure 11(b.) gives the payoff matrix for the game involving two low ability agents. It should

be clear with this game that the payoffs are now a function of the constant values determined for

C and U̇ . As long as 1 > 2C
U̇ then all values in the parameter space result in a dominant strategy

equilibrium of high effort by both agents. If this initial condition is not met then all values in the

parameter space result in a dominant strategy equilibrium of low effort by both agents. This clearly

results in the largest parameter space motivating an equilibrium of high effort by all agents thus

far. It again becomes obvious that the cost of effort in this environment is a key component to the

size of the desired parameter space.

3.4.3 Case Three: Mixed Abilities (One High Ability Agent and One Low Ability Agent)

Figure 11(c.) gives the payoff matrix for the game involving mixed abilities. Since the determi-

nation of optimal strategies is more complicated for this game, we will first define the conditions
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under which certain strategies are optimal for each ability type. It will also become clear that the

value of 2C
U̇ plays a key role in the determination of equilibria so we will define the three possible

ranges that this proportion can take and the equilibria associated with each.

Proposition 1. High Ability and low ability students will choose high or low effort based on the

values of γ,α , and 2C
U̇ as defined below:

(a) AH will always choose low effort if AL chooses low effort

(b) AH will choose high effort if γ > α + 2C
U̇ and AL chooses high effort

(c) AL will choose high effort if γ < α +(1− 2C
U̇ ) and AH chooses high effort

(d) AL will choose high effort if 2C
U̇ < 1 and AH chooses low effort

Proposition 1b. - 1d. establish three possible ranges for the value of 2C
U̇ , each with its own

unique Nash equilibria.

Range 1: 2C
U̇ > 1

When 2C
U̇ is defined in this range the game fails to satisfy Proposition 1b. -1d. This implies

that AL will always choose low effort which means that the best response of AH will always be to

choose low effort. The resulting dominant strategy equilibrium is for both students to choose low

effort regardless of the values for γ and α .

Range 2: 1 > 2C
U̇ > 0.5

When 2C
U̇ is defined in this range we have different equilibrium depending on the chosen values

for γ and α . Proposition 1d. is clearly satisfied and the incorporation of Proposition 1b. and

1c. into the parameter space reveals three distinct regions. The first region is that which satisfies

Proposition 1c., the second is the space which doesn’t satisfy either Proposition 1b. or 1c., and

the last region is the space which satisfies only Proposition 1b. We observe the same unique Nash

Equilibrium in both region 1 and region 2 where AH chooses low effort and AL chooses high effort.

Region 3 does not result in any Nash Equilibrium because for all outcomes at least one student has

an incentive to deviate.

Range 3: 0.5 > 2C
U̇
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When 2C
U̇ is defined in this range we again have different equilibrium depending on the chosen

values for γ and α . Proposition 1d. is again satisfied and the incorporation of Proposition 1b.

and 1c. into the parameter space again form three distinct regions. The first region is that which

only satisfies Proposition 1c., the second is the space which satisfies both Proposition 1b. and 1c.,

and the last region is the space which satisfies only Proposition 1b. The only Nash Equilibrium

in region 1 is where AH chooses low effort and AL chooses high effort. Region 3 again results in

zero Nash Equilibrium as at least one agent always has an incentive to deviate regardless of the

outcome. Fortunately, the overlap of Propositions 1b. and 1c. within region 2 results in a unique

Nash Equilibrium where both agents choose high effort. This is the only occurrence under the

mixed game where our optimal equilibrium of unanimous high effort is achieved. Figures 13 and

14 show the parameter space under Ranges 2 and 3 respectively.

Figure 13: Parameter Space for Range 2 (Equilibrium Strategy Displayed as (AL,AH))
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Figure 14: Parameter Space for Range 3 (Equilibrium Strategy Displayed as (AL,AH))

This third case is clearly distinct from the first two in that the opportunities for unanimous high

effort equilibria are much more limited. It is a well-known fact that mixed tournaments result in

disincentive effects which reduce the optimal effort choices and the results of this model are en-

tirely in-line with our previous understanding of mixed tournaments. A significant contribution of

this model is the vast array of parameter spaces which result in Nash Equilibrium of AH choosing

low effort and AL choosing high effort. Several field and laboratory experiments have been con-

ducted to identify the theorized disincentive effects of mixed tournaments, see Wu et. al (2007),

Schotter and Weigelt (1992), and Bull, Schotter, and Weigelt (1987). Each of these papers identi-

fied an oversupply of effort by disadvantaged subjects, but none could clearly identify the reason

for this behavior. The results above offer a simple explanation, the parameters fall within the many

spaces resulting in our AH choosing low effort and AL choosing high effort Nash Equilibrium.
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3.5 Conclusion

This paper defines all of the models over the same parameter space, allowing for a direct compar-

ison across models. As stated earlier, the assumption that this paper rests its analysis on is that

the policy goal for faculty should be the motivation of the maximum effort from all students. This

assumption is made in consideration of the welfare of an educated society above that of the indi-

vidual student. Several papers, including the two cited above, clearly demonstrate the importance

of education and the positive externalities that society realizes from a highly educated workforce

(see Higher Education (1998); Moretti (2004); Krueger and Lindahl (2000)).

The models used in this paper define the probability of success in a very targeted way, but in

reality these parameters are far less controllable. The implication of this observation is that the

optimal grading scheme will be the one with the largest portion of the parameter space resulting

in simultaneous high effort outcomes from all ability levels. The most obvious conclusion of this

comparison is that when considering students with homogeneous ability, both models maintain a

large region of high effort outcomes. The results of case two also indicate that when addressing

a group of low ability students, the relative scheme is far superior to that of the absolute. This is

not always the case when addressing a group of high ability students, where the optimal scheme is

impacted by the magnitude of the cost of effort. In this “gifted” type of environment, a very low

cost means that the advantage goes to the relative scheme, but a significantly higher cost of effort

can swing that advantage to the absolute scheme.

This raises an interesting question about the cost of effort relative to ability. The standard

assumption in most theories related to information asymmetries and ability is that high ability

agents have a lower cost of effort and are therefore willing to exert more effort towards education in

order to distinguish themselves, see Spence (1973). This conclusion would seem to imply that the

relative scheme is superior in the gifted environment, but what if opportunity costs are considered?

Wouldn’t the high ability agent also have a higher opportunity cost of their time since their high

ability could be used in several other capacities? This would imply that high ability agents have a

higher cost of effort which would result in the superiority of the absolute scheme. This is clearly
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a question which cannot be answered by theory alone, so an interesting extension of this paper

would be to collect either field data about costs or laboratory data about effort decisions and to use

that empirical information to provide clarity on this matter.

When a mixture of ability levels are studied the absolute model becomes far more restrictive

and the relative model nearly eliminates all equilibria involving unanimous high effort decisions.

When comparing these two schemes in a mixed environment it is obvious that the absolute scheme

offers more opportunity for high effort outcomes. The relative environment only offers one specific

region within one specific range of values where a high effort strategy is adopted by both ability

levels. This conclusion is also one which could be further applied using empirical data. Since very

little data has been collected in regards to the γ and α parameters defined above, some empirical

research into the distribution of these parameters could add more clarity to the conclusions of this

model.

These models also provide some insight into the behavior of the low ability student when paired

against a high ability student. The literature on disincentives clearly shows that the disadvantaged

student should forego all effort as a result of the inevitability of their inferior performance. The

suggestion of Wu et al. (2007) is that the relative scheme removes a portion of the stochastic

component of the observed performance, therefore ensuring that the disadvantaged player has less

of a chance for the “surprise upset.” In field and laboratory experiments it was observed that this

did not occur. Disadvantaged players were instead exerting a higher than anticipated level of effort.

The models outlined above provide a simple and clear explanation for this phenomenon. There are

several parameter values within the relative environment where an equilibrium is reached involving

high effort for the low ability player. Additional empirical work, either in the field or experimental

settings, would be needed to verify this equilibrium, but this is a strong avenue for further research

on this topic.

This result has significant implications for the use of relative grading schemes in the college

classroom, specifically when considering coursework at the graduate level. In general it is assumed

that the low ability students are the group that requires greater incentives to elicit high effort levels,
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but if this is occurring at the graduate level then a vast majority of the highest ability students are

underperforming due to a lack of incentives. The appropriate scientific approach moving forward

is that new empirical work must be done to not only study effort decisions, but to also attempt

to understand the strategy of students. It would also be useful to collect data on how accurately

students can identify their abilities relative to their peers.

There are several immediate extensions of these models that could be undertaken to expand

the insight into these behavior choices. The first is clearly to adapt the models to a field or lab-

oratory environment and begin to collect empirical evidence of the theorized behaviors. Another

interesting extension would be to assume a continuum of students whose abilities were drawn from

a distribution and compare the resulting outcomes with those outlined in this paper. Additionally,

the assumption of complete information could be relaxed and a Bayesian type analysis could be

performed within the relative model to better represent the true classroom environment. As long as

grades continue to be the means by which we measure education, there will continue to be a need

to better understand the motivations that these grades provide to students.
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A Voting Experiment Screenshots

This appendix contains screenshots from the voting experiment in Section 1. Figure 15 shows the

participation decision that each subject faced at the beginning of each round.
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Figure 15: Voting Participation Decision Screen

Figure 16 shows the player interface for the plurality phase while Figure 17 shows the interface

for the evaluative phase.

Figure 16: Primary Decision Screen (Plurality)
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Figure 17: Primary Decision Screen (Evaluative)

Figure 18 shows the results page that each subject observed at the end of each round and Figure

19 shows the payoff page that was displayed at the end of the experiment

Figure 18: Results Screen
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Figure 19: Payoff Screen
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